Boulder Food Rescue

Meeting Date:  July 22nd, 5pm
Location: Elliott’s Back Yard
Present:  Elliott, Hana, Xavier, Nora, Kyle, Rhonda
Meeting Begun: 5:15pm
Meeting Adjourned: 7:20pm

Agenda:
Moved visioning session to the beginning and decided to cap the discussion at 45 minutes. 
Treasurer Replacement (Elliott is stepping down August 1)
Visioning Session
Personal Story Share
Hopes, Fears
Short, Mid, Long Term Goals
Action Steps to Achieve Them
Timeline
Things to consider (from Nora)
	-Implementing a more careful planning process before adding new projects 
-Tightening bylaws to allow for transition of leadership (especially with respect to where funds come from)
-Recording our internal processes and systems so that new members (coordinators, board members) can learn faster. 

Vision input from Rhonda: 
Be the voice of food waste and homeless nutrition.
We should talk like we know what we’re saying until people start to believe us.  This includes having an opinion on anything locally that is related to food waste and nutrition and expressing that opinion to anyone who will listen. For example, if an article appears in the Daily Camera that is related to either of these issues, we write a Letter to the Editor to express an opinion and sign it as a representative of BFR (including our own name). I think we should also comment on national food waste and nutrition issues. For example, if a bill is up in Congress that is related to food waste or nutrition, we write letters to the national media (and the Daily Camera and Denver Post) expressing our opinion on the issue. There was recently a debate in Congress about cutting food stamps and a Republican congressman showed how he could live for a week on a reduced food stamp budget. At the end of the week, he said he was able to live just fine. However, he neglected to mention that he hadn’t purchased a vegetable in 7 days. BFR should jump on his sorry Republican ass and point out the limitations (stupidity) of his experiment to anyone who will listen. This could include compiling data on the cost per pound of veggies vs. meat vs. potato chips vs. etc.
 
Evaluate food rescue trends for first two years of BFR
The pickups at Sprouts(Sunflower) diminished on Sundays over the last year and it makes me wonder if pickups are down all over. We should evaluate trend in data. CFS might be picking up more produce and to avoid being phased out, BFR may need to adapt. Understanding the trends is first step.
 
Increase restaurant pickups
If CFS is increasing pickups, we may want to look at other avenues. There are other food rescue organizations that focus on restaurants. We could do the same. The restaurant could sponsor the pickup by putting their name on our trailer, and paying us. This could require capital investment, but maybe that’s our next Kickstarter campaign.
 
Vision Input from Elliot:
Re-evaluate everything from public health perspective. Is there another way of addressing food waste and hunger than just re-distributing? Re-quantify how we’re measuring our impact and food waste. Get our name in the conversation for the 2030 zero waste vision. Evaluate if we’re doing things in the best way possible. Possibly create a company and have company fund the non-profit. Find ways to not have to fight with organizations that also rescue food. Find way to fund ourselves outside of donations. Would also love to see Boulder community as a whole involved in BFR, increase diversity of the organization. Big things: Re-evaluate effectiveness of what we do and how we do it and evaluate sustainability of organization via funding. 

Vision Input from Xavier:
Would like to see one big annual major event that is sponsored by BFR and becomes known thing around town. This would be strategy for raising funds. Over 3 years, people look at us as authority on food waste, even nationally. Increase research that we’ve done in Boulder to be national. Being an opinionated organization and having a strong voice. This could lead to policy and initiatives that could change food waste policy.

Vision Input from Nora:
Creating an organization to hand off to people in the future. Create a system for organizing work, making sure shifts get covered, system for recruiting volunteers. Transferring that work to 3-4 experienced coordinators. Executive directors job would more closely resemble other EDs. Hana could focus on fund raising , etc. Firming up the bylaws to remove our fears. Pay attention to group dynamics and allow for disagreement to happen without issue. Be more effective at resolving conflict? 

Vision Input from Kyle:
Values of BFR institutionalized in our bylaws. What does this mean? Develop criteria for fundraising, who we take money from and who we don’t. Establish our ethical stance on how our non-profit works. Put a number of people on the board who are also coordinators. This way, board can include non-coordinators, but will always include a core of people who are involved as coordinators. Set expectations for board members, such as how many hours a week, and what those activities should be. Some of job as board member is raising money for organization. Create part-time or fellowship positions for people who have been involved for a year or more. These folks could train new folks. Continue talking about expanding on a national level. Start a network of people nationally on food waste. 

Vision Input from Hana:
Work toward doing such a good job that we no longer have a use for BFR. Starve the freegin. Don’t know the steps to get there. Group exemption is important, need to get enough people fired up about the issue and national is the way to go. We shouldn’t be afraid to be opinionated and be a voice on food waste. Education is also important. In Boulder, we could work with Second Kitchen, etc and have collaboration about education. If we’re going to be a voice, we need to be experts at something. We’re experts at food waste. We’re also experts at bike-powered food rescue. We’re good at being innovators and we should continue innovating. Don’t want to work on symptoms only, want to work on changing the system. 

Fears about BFR:
Xavier: it will end due to bad organization
Nora: inflexibility will take over and we won’t try new things. We’ll forget about the fun stuff.
Elliot: not doing enough and not really going after the biggest issues
Kyle: will lose momentum and not exploit energy to go in a good direction. 
Rhonda: fear of being surrounded by pot-smoking hippies
Hana: need to continue to be innovators, don’t want to be Boulder Bread Rescue, want to be leading edge voice

New Board Member
Brian K
Pros: Very nice, very engineery. Great for data stuff, great for numbers. Level of commitment
Cons: engineery mindset could also be a con. May not be creative. Aversion to fundraising. He mentioned that he’s quiet at meetings, hopefully he will talk. 
Sundari
Pros: focus on fundraising, detail oriented, focus on collecting the right data for grants shows big-picture thinking
Cons: hasn’t been involved lately, might be a little conservative wrt risk taking and trying new things, work schedule 
Turner
Pros: totally focused and interested in BFR, still a student and might not be available after 9 months, lots of drive
Cons: Inexperienced, might not bring new ideas to BFR, might have too much else to do with sole project, creative minded
Decided to vote:
Voting, give first, second, and third choices where first = 3, second = 2, third = 1
Bill: Sundari, Brian, Turner
Nora: Sundari, Turner, Brian
Elliot: Sundari, Turner, Brian
Xavier: Sundari, Turner, Brian
Rhonda: Sundari, Brian, Turner

Then, Elliot changed his mind on Turner and Brian. 

Decided to offer a position to Sundari with the plan that she will be responsible for financial stuff. She will take over for Elliot at treasurer and her focus will be fundraising. Decided to put together some additional questions for Turner and Brian. Will send out and review their answers at next board meeting. 

New Advisory Board Members - didn’t get to this.

